Welcome to Jindera Juniors

Last week, 15th August was our very first session of Jindera Juniors......we all had so much fun!

We started off the day in the hall by meeting all the children and their parents. We then walked over to the library for some floor time. We talked about ‘big’ school and how we are expected to sit on the floor and listen to the teacher. We also took the time to talk about other family members already at Jindera Public School.

It was a perfect opportunity to introduce our year 5 helpers. Jake, Brayden, Hayley and Sophie helped us throughout the day. It was great to meet some ‘big kids’ and form some new friendships.

We then went on to read a story about “Carlotta the cow” who loved to dance. All the children liked the book and had lots of input.

We kept busy in the morning with colouring, threading, gluing, cutting, drawing and playing with toys.

We carefully threaded coloured pasta onto some string to make some beautiful patterned necklaces.

We made some cotton wool sheep. We glued cotton wool onto the sheep template, then coloured in the head and feet. We made some fantastic and creative sheep.
We then got to go and enjoy the beautiful weather outside. We had morning tea sitting in a circle. It was so impressive to see that all the children had fruit and ate that first. Well done!

It was then time for some outside play. We had bubbles and water paint on the concrete. There were toys in the sandpit and free play on the equipment. Everyone loved their time outside.

We then had more time inside with arts, crafts, toys and books. Some children loved the book corner with some of our wonderful books from the library and the comfortable big cushions. Whilst others loved the mobolo or the farm animals.

A fun time was had by all and we can’t wait for next week.
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